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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The fact that cardiovascular-renal disease is the 
leading cause of death in the United States today is a 
matter of grave concern to persons in the health field . As 
a result of this concern, research has been expanding to 
include all aspects of the problem of cardiovascular 
disease . Emphasis has been placed upon the cause, preven-
tion, treatment and rehabilitation in this major health 
problem . The person with heart disease is no longer made to 
be an invalid for the remainder of his life: instead, he is 
encouraged to return to work if he is able. Rehabilitation 
is the key to the successful r e turn of these people to 
productive lives . Cardiologists feel that education of the 
patient and the community is vital to the process of 
rehabilitation. 1 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to identify the infor-
mation which physicians believe should be taught to the 
patient with myocardial infarction by the doctor only, by 
!aryan Williams et al. , "Cardiac Rehabilitation: A 
Survey of Cardiologists Opinions , " American Heart Journal , 
LVI (July, 1958) , p . 109. 
-1-
the nurse only, by the doctor and nurse, by other personnel 
or by no one. 
Justification of the Problem 
The problem was suggested to the writer by several 
episodes of confusion among nurses ov r what information the 
physician expected the nurse to teach the patient with 
myocardial infarction . Physicians seemed to agree about 
what the patient should be taught, but had varying opinions 
about the kinds of inf ormation the nurse should teach. 
An example can be cited in the writer's experience 
with a patient with a myocardial infarction who asked 
several questions about his illness . The head nurse was 
consulted for information about how the physician wanted 
this aspect of his therapeutic plan managed. Consultation 
with the physician was necessary for the nurse to determine 
how to anm~er the patient's questions . In another instance, 
while a nursing student was caring for a patient with 
myocardial infarction under the supervision of the writer, 
no information was available about the wishes of the 
physician concerning the teaching of his patient. Again , 
the patient's questions could not be answered until tile 
nursing student consulted with the physician. 
The writer believed that the nurse must know the 
wishes of the physician concerning teaching of th patient 
in order to effect his therapeutic plan. 
2 
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Physicians beli ved that the b st way to h lp a 
person solve problems arising from illness is to give him 
detailed advice. 
The long t rm probl ms confronting the pati nt 
recovering from an acute cardiac pisod touch every 
facet of life from personal habits to work. These 
problems are solved most effectively by th pati nt 
when he is giv n detail d advice by his own physician. 
. . . Detailed advice about all of these problems 2 should b given throughout th convalescent period. 
As part of a survey of cardiologists, Williams and 
others found that the two major problems preventing success-
ful rehabilitation of the cardiac patient exc ssive fear 
on the part of th patient and his family and over-
restriction of the patient by the family physician. 3 
The sam cardiologists surveyed felt that the 
solution of these problems r sted in education of the patien 
and his family by the physician, community education about 
heart dis ase and better education of physicians. 4 
Shafer and others ~ted that the nurse has a major 
responsibility for helping the patient and his family 
adjust to his condition and in gaining their cooperation in 
following medical advic . They statedfurth r that: 
B for the patient is discharged, he and his family 
should have been instruct d as to appropriate activities 
how to follow a pattern of living in moderation , and how 
2sryan Williams and Paul D. White, "Rehabilitation 
of the Cardiac Patient, " American Journal of Cardiology, 
VII (March, 1961), p. 317. 
3 Ibid., p. 108. 
4Ibid~. 109. 
I 3 
II. 
to r cggnize when activity or motional strain is too 
great.S 
It is only through continued communication between 
nurse and physician that a patient teaching program can be 
fully effective. According to Harmer and Henderson, if the 
nurse discuss s th t aching plan with the physician sh is I 
not infringing on th physician's field, but merely acting 
as his agent in discussing matters pertaining to diagnosis , 
symptoms , treatment and prognosis. Th y stated further 
that: 
Whenever sh acts as the ag nt of a particular 
physician , the nurse should be certain that she 
complies with his wishes and that her interpretation 
is similar to his.6 
Becker said that int rprofessional communication is 
vital to the process of helping the disabled cardiac. 
The best of int ntion to cooperate may be thwart d 
unless there is a disposition on the part of all to 
understand each other and the respective roles and 
m thods of each . 7 
Scope and Delimitations 
The study was conducted in a large, government 
controlled, general hospital in a metropolitan area . 
5Kathl n N. Shaf r et al ., Medical-Surgical 
Nursing (2nd ed . ; St . Louis: Mosby, 1961) , p. 252 . 
6Bertha Harm r and Virginia Henderson , Textbook of 
the Principles and Practice of Nursing (5th ed.; New York: 
Macmillan, 1960) , p. 538. 
7Marvin c. Beckl:!r et al ., "Social Aspects of 
Cardiovascular Rehabilitation , " Circulation, XXI (April, 
1960) , p . 546. 
--~==========~~~== 
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The sampl in this study included five sp cialists 
in internal medicine and fiv first-y ar resident physicians 
in the fi ld of int rnal medicine. At the time of th studYJ 
all of th physicians were tre~ing patients on them dical 
s rvice and were employed full time by th hospital. 
Th investigation was designed to d termine what 
information ten physicians believed should be taught to th 
pati nt with myocardial infarction by the doctor only, by 
th nurse only, by th doctor and nurse, by other personn 1 
or by no on • 
Th five specialists in int rnal medicine repre-
s nted those physicians responsible for the car of 
patients with myocardial infarction . On this basis , it is 
possible that th findings may b used by nurses in that 
hospital as a guide in formulating a teaching plan for 
patients with myocardial infarction. 
Previ w of Methodology 
Five specialists in internal medicin and five first 
year resident physicians in the fi ld of int rnal medicine 
w re requested to complete a qu stionnaire8 which list d 
information about myocardial infarction and provided spac 
for th physician to indicate if he thought the information 
should be taught by the doctor only, by the nurse, by the 
doctor and nurs , by other personnel or not at all. Space 
8see Appendix A. 
5 
I 
was provided for the physician to add information if he 
thought it necessary. The questionnaire was administered 
by the writer. Each meeting with individual respondents 
lasted approximately fifteen minutes . 
6 
= 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
Becaus of the vast amount of literature on the 
subject of myocardial infarction, this chapter will not 
attempt to present a comprehensive review of the available 
lit rature, but will review sel cted writings pertaining to 
the problem of rehabilita·tion of the patient after a myo-
cardia! infarction. 
Heart disease is the 1 ading caus of death in the 
United States. In the year 1955 , cardiovascular disease 
9 
caused 53.3 p r cent of all deaths in the United States. 
Of the total death rate for cardiovascular disease in 1961, 
507.6 per 100, 000 population, the rate for arteriosclerotic 
heart disease including coronary disease was 276.5 per 
100, 000 population, or 54.4 per cen·i: of all deaths due to 
d . 1 d' 10 car ~ovascu ar ~sease. 
Statistics also showed that arteriosclerosis was not 
9cardiovascular Diseases in the U.s. . Facts and 
Figures (New York: American Heart Association and National 
Heart Institute, 1958), p . 1 . 
10The World Almanac and Book of Facts (New York: 
New York World-Telegram and The Sun, 1963) , p . 304. 
-7-
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primarily a dis ase of the elderly. In those persons aged 
25-44 years, arteriosclerosis caus d 44 per cent of all 
deaths due to cardiovascular dis ase in that age group in 
the year 1955. In the 45-64 ag group, it caused 58 per 
cent of the deaths du to cardiovascular disease and 53 
per cent in thos 11 persons 65 and over . 
In 2000 consecutive autopsi s reported by Wartman 
and Hellerstein, the incidenc of heart lesions due to 
coronary artery disease was 51 p r cent with the peak ag 
12 group falling between 55-64 years. 
In the 45-64 age groups , th cardiovascular death 
rates have gone up for men and down for women in the period 
1905-1955 . 13 
However , not all persons who have coronary artery 
disease die from the first myocardial infarction. 14' 15 
Cross r port d that: 
11cardiovascular Diseases in the u.s. , p. 8. 
12
william B. Wartman and Herman K. Hellerstein , 
"The Incidence of Heart Disease in 2000 Consecutive 
Autopsies , " Annals of Internal Medicine, XXVIII (1948) , 
p. 41 . 
13card1.' avascular D · ....... · th U S 12 l.seas~s ~n e .. , p . • 
14Arthur M. Mast r et al ., .. R covery and Rehabilita-
tion Following Coronary Occlusion, " Symposium on Rehabilita-
tion in Cardiovascular Disease, Diseases of the Chest, XXX 
(December, 1956) , p . 595. 
15Paul D. White et al ., Rehabilitation of the 
Cardiovascular Patient (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 
1958). p . 163. 
8 
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Th mortality rat of the initial attack of 
myocardial infarction vari s b tween 15 and 30 per 
cent, probably averaging about 20 p r cent. For the 
remaining 70 to 85 per cent of patients who survive 
th initial attack, we are concerned with 
rehabilitation.l6 
After r cov ry from a myocardial infarction, th 
pati nt may be confronted with many probl ms. The attitud 
of industry is one of wariness in hiring a person with a 
d . '1 t 17 , 18, 19 car 1ac aJ. men . Olshansky and others survey d 
100 employers with a total labor force of 176,024 persons. 
Of th 13, 439 workers hir d by these employers during a six 
month period, only 99 workers were known to have cardiac 
disease . Thes 99 persons were hired by 20 of the 100 
20 ployers . Olshansky also found that the primary reason 
for not hiring cardiacs given by the employers surveyed was 
the threat and potential risk of workmen ' s compensation 
21 
costs. 
16Joseph Cross , "Back to Work after Myocardial 
Infarction, " American Journal of Nursing , LXII , No. 1 
(February, 1962) , p . 59 . 
17Whit tal. , p . 10 . 
1Baeck r et al. , p. 546. 
19williarns et al ., p . 109 . 
20simon Olshansky et al. , "A Survey of Employment 
Policies as Related to Cardiac Pati nts in Greater Boston, " 
New England Journal of Medicine, CCLIII (September, 1955) , 
pp . 506- 507. 
21Ib'd 
__!_., p . 510. 
9 
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Men at this ag gen rally carry the responsibility 
of wife and young family, and their earning capacity 
is affected at the time of life when they need it most. 
Rehabilitation of this large group is most important in 
returning th to their greatest usefulness in physical, 
mental , emotional, vocational, and economic spheres . 22 
Another factor aff cting a patient during and after 
his recovery from a myocardial infarction is the vast amount 
of correct and incorrect information known by th gen ral 
public about heart disease . Most n spapers and popular 
magazines devote a portion of each publication to discussion 
of dis ases , their causes and treatment. Whatev r a patient 
has heard about heart disease, whether correct or incorrect, 
influences his r overy . 23 ' 24, 25 Buck has pointed out 
that: 
All of these forces--increased medical knowledg , 
stimulated awareness of disease s , the threat of mental 
illness and the imminence of annihilation-- create an 
increasing ne d for the services of th physician. 
They also serv to make the pati nt more demanding . . • 
of incr as d tim and attention from his doctor . 
Patients want rnor explanations~ need more reassurance 
and requir more understanding.~6 
22Jerome c. Kaufman and Marvin c. Beck r , "Rehabili-
tation of the Pati nt with Myocardial Infarction, .. 
Geriatrics , X (August, 1955) , p . 355 . 
23Florence c . Elliott, 11Classes for Peopl 
Heart Disease, 11 Nursing OUtlook , IX, No . 3 (March, 
p . 177 . 
with 
1961), 
24walter Modell and Doris R. Schwartz , Handbook of 
cardiology for Nurses (3rd ed . : New York: Springer 
Publishing Co ., 1958) , p . 225 . 
25aecker et al. , p . 547 . 
26Roger L. Buck, "Sociocultural Str sses and the 
Physician-Patient Relationship, .. Journal of the American 
Medical Association , CLXX (August, 1959) , p. 1649 . 
~------~------------------------
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The patient's ignoranc and anxi ty about hims lf 
can inhibit successful r habilitation. 27 , 28, 29 , 30 
In Swed , Bi~rck and a social worker interviewed 
223 cardiac patients in regard to th ir social and 
psychological difficulties. Th y report d that: 
As a general conclusion of this study on may b 
allowed to stat that w found more unsolved probl ms 
within the psychological spher of our cardiac pati nts , 
than within the economic and social spher . The 
psychological difficulties in th cours of a chronic 
illness cannot be easily removed, but if a littl more 
attention w re paid to th m by th physicians, and if 
th pati nts and their families could g t a littl mor 
practical advice, both during the hospital stay and 
rel vant to the discharg hom , unnecessary deteriora-
tion might be post-poned . 31 · 
Cross agreed that the anxiety associated with h art 
disease is oft n the greatest deterrent to rehabilitation, 
and said that such emotional probl ms are present in over 
27Herbert s . Rabinowitz , "Motivation for Recov ry: 
Social Psychologic Aspects , " Archives of Physical 
Diseas 
CUCXVI 
and Rehabilitation, XLII (D cember, 1961), p. 801 . 
28Louis B. Newman , "Total 
, u Journal of the American 
(April, 1961) , p . 114. 
29
williams ~t-=a=l ., p . 109 . 
Rehabilitation in Heart 
dical Association , 
30Joan L. Gre n , "T aching th Patient with 
Myocardial Infarction, " Hospital Progr ss, XLII (June, 1961), 
p . 82. 
31Gunnar Bi~rck, "Social and Psychological Problems 
in Patients with Chronic Cardiac Illness, " Symposium on 
Soci 1 Cardiology, Bruss ls Congr ss of Cardiology, 
S ptember , 1958, Am rican Heart Journal , LVIII (Septemb r , 
1959) , p . 417. 
11 
fifty per cent of all patients who hav suffered a coronary 
1 . 32 OCC USl.On . 
Williams and others , in surv ying cardiologists , 
r quest d th ir opinions as to a proper definition of 
r habilit tion , s cially as appli d to p rsons with cardio 
vascular diseas . 33 They quot d Scott's d finition as the 
most comprehensive representation of opinions giv n: 
A r habilitat d cardiac is one who, within the 
physical limitation of his diseas , has been psycho-
logically oriented to accept his limitations , and who 
has b en r turn d to a productive and gainful status 
in his community within thes limitations, without 
fear or anxiety, and with a s nse of usefulness in his 
own eyes and in those of his associat s . 34 
That physicians believe in the value of rehabilita-
tion in heart diseas is evidenc d by the w alth of litera-
ture available . Williams and White wrote of the inter st in 
cardiovascular rehabilitation: 
Th re is a great current inte r st in cardiac 
rehabilitation for a number of r asons. With an 
apparent increas of coronary heart disease in 
younger m n at the height of th most productive period 
of their liv s , both physicians and th laity are 
int rested in r turning these men to productiv lives 
after the acut episod of the disease . In all forms 
of h art diseas there is a steadily improving 
prognosis with th result that persons with heart 
diseas ar abl to lead productive liv s .35 
32cross 59 , p . . 
33w·11· 1. 1.ams tal ., p . 107 . 
34rb· 10s 
__L., p . . 
35
williams et al , p . 317 . 
12 
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l~it and oth rs stated that nforc d inactivity 
b ause of cardiac disability can be mor damaging than the 
actual disability. 
by 
n 
Primary among the n ds of th person with a 
cardiac disability is the oppor tunity to do som thing 
purpos ful and constructiv . W liv in a soci ty 
which mphasizes that man's role is a cr ative and 
constructiv one . The majority of us have work d 
st adily and industriously in a soci ty which r sp cts 
only th productive. The end of th ability to ngag 
in constructiv , purpos ful activity is , for most 
rsons , a tragedy--it symboliz s the end of ind ndenc 
and purpose in life . In turn, through the creation of 
anxi ty, rejection , and frustration , it may actually b 
far mor damaging physiologically to th heart than 
prop r , purposeful activity . 36 
l"lhitehouse rem rked that th whol man is affected 
dysfunction of only on part and that rehabilitation 
ds to b cone rned with th whol man. 37 
The first objective of total r habilitation mr the 
person t;\?ith hart disease, as written by N wman is: 
To indoctrinate and orientate the patient regarding 
his illn ss and also th plann d r habilitation 
program . This will stimulat motivation, cooperation, 
allay anxi ty and f ar , and relieve th bor dom that 
is so frequ ntly associ t d ~ith th slow passag of 
time during any illness . • . • 38 
He went on to report that: 
36Wbite tal ., p . 20 . 
37Frederick A. Whitehous , "The Utilization of 
Human Resources: A Philosophic Approach to R habilitation, .. 
Sympos i um on R habilitation in Cardiovascular Disease, 
Diseas s of th Ch st, XXX (December , 1956) , p . 610 . 
38 N ·nnan, p . 115 . 
13 
Even though most p rsons with heart disorders are 
willing and able to work, many ar unemploy d--not on 
account of th ir heart disease, p r se, but as a result 
of appr hension, anxi ty and f ar brought about by ill-
advis d, unnec ssary activity restriction, misunderstan 
ing and lack of orientation regarding their disease.39 
Kessl r said that th person with heart dis as 
n ds specific information: 
He ne ds sound advice not only to provide new 
av nues for productive economic effort but also for 
emotional assistance in devising a design for living 
than can still give him real satisfaction.40 
Physicians agre d that education of the patient is 
basic to succ ss in r storing th individual to a full and 
useful lif . 41' 42 , 43 
Almost universally, a careful, sympathetic and, 
particularly, an unhurried discussion with the pati nt 
regarding th nature of his heart disease was con-
sid red the first and most valuable procedur in 
cardiac r habilitation. It was emphasiz d that this 
should begin early in th course of th illn ss and 44 
should be continued during all subsequ nt interviews. 
39Ib 'd 
___,!__ ., p . 117. 
40Henry H. Kessler, habilitation of the 
Physically Handicapped (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1947) , p . 207. 
4lwilliams and White , p . 318. 
42oonald Cas ley, "Trends in Medical Practice--
Their Implications for Nursing, " Nursing Outlook, V, No.5 , 
(May, 1951) , p . 302. 
43Newman, p . 117 . 
44williams t al ., p. 111. 
14 
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In many ll1Gtances •. . cone rn for th p rson's 
total n e ds can be satisfi d by the physician and his 
co-workers simply by taking pati nto into their complet 
confidenc • A patient usually responds with enthusiasm 
\'lhen he fe ls that h i::; a participating m mber of the 
group tackling his problem . H will enter into the 
proc ss s r lat d to his own tr atm nt and r habilita-
tion if h is intelligently and matur ly appris d of 
the broad principles involved and th important details 
within his comprehension . 45 
White and oth rs agree d that it was of prim impor-
tance to educate th patient about specific details such as 
how much and what kinds of ac t ivity he can safe ly engage in, 
rathe r than only warning him to "take it easy . "46 
Wil liams and Whit e also point d out that it is as 
important to educat the patient' s family as it is to du-
cate the patient, b caus ov r re trictiv or ill-advis d 
fami ly members may greatly hamper r habilitation fforts of 
bo h t . t d h . . 47 t pa ~en an p ys1c~an . 
Gebhard f lt that medical car which did not 
provi de sound patient education was inadequate . 48 
~rodell and Schwartz49 added that the patient should 
45casel 302 y , p . . 
t al ., p . 21 . 
47w'll' d Wh't 318 1 ~arns an 1 e , p. • 
48Bruno G phard, "Now I Understand, Doctor , " 
H spitals , XXVIII (S ptember, 1954), p . 70 . 
49Mod 11 and Schwartz , p . 3 . 
15 
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be taught about physical care and diet as well as limita-
50 tions of activity to be imposed, while Bonney brought out 
that he also ne ds instruction about his medications and 
teaching directed tat'lard the prevention of further disabil-
ity and help in living as normally as possible . 
Frequ nt mention appears in the literature of the 
use of the team approach in rehabilitation of the cardiac 
patient . Becker51 felt that the .. t am't should consist of 
physician, nurse, rehabilitation counselor, occupational 
therapist, physical therapist, social worker , and various 
employment and vocational service s . Hellerstein52 
emphasized the value of the team approach as did Skinner, 5 3 
Whit and others , 5 4 Caseley, 55 and Master. 56 
In speaking of the rol e of the nurse as a member of 
the r ehabilitation team and as a health educator, Burling 
and othe rs said that the nurse cannot help becoming 
50virginia Bonney, "Rehabilitation of the Cardiac 
Patient, u Nursing World, CXXXIV (February, 1960) , p . 33 . 
5 laecker, p . 546 . 
52Hell rstein, p . 427 . 
53G raldine Skinner , Evel yn Bateman and Kathleen 
Nichols , .. To Nurse is to Teach, u American Journal of 
Nursing, LVIII, No. 1 (January, 1958) , p . 93 . 
54White et al ., p . 17. 
55caseley, p . 301. 
56Master et a.L o 596 
16 
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involved in health teaching because of her prolonged 
contact with th patient in contrast to that of the other 
team m 
Cr nshaw stat d that health education is inherent in 
all nursing and that the nurse has unlimited opportunities 
to teach, both dir tly and indirectly . She further 
defines health teaching as: 
Offe ring health guidance for the purpose of 
maintaining optimum health and carrying out preventive 
measures , and instructing the patient and family in 
specific activities of nursing care and r ehabilita-
tion .sa 
Green said that the professional nurse is in an 
excelle nt position to assist the patient with myocardial 
infarction in ace pting his illness and learning to liv 
with it. She further explain d that: 
The patient . • • should b familiar '111ith the 
various aspects of his therapy, especially those 
concerne d with drugs , di .t and activity . Instruction 
of the patient in th se concepts, according to his 
individual needs , is one of the major res~nsibilities 
of the p~ofessional nurse caring for him . 
Modell and Schwartz defined the nurse's role still 
further: 
57 Temple Burling et al ., The Give and Take in 
Hospitals (N York: G. P . Putnam's Sons , 1956) , p . 27 . 
5 8virginia P . Crensha\'1, "Teaching Patients , " 
American Journal of Nursing, L, No . 10 (Oct.ober , 1950) , 
p . 669 . 
59Green, p . 83 . 
17 
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Th nurs se s far mor of th patient than does 
the physician and ..• translates the physician's 
opinion , decision and orders to him. She can be the 
mediator and interpr ter betwe n th patient and the 
physicianpo . . . The physician will mostly share 
this duty (of education) with the nu~Ie and should 
fully discuss th problems with her . . •• Such 
nursing supports and becomes part of th physician•s 
plan for tre tment but it does not intrude into the 
ar a of the physician's responsibilities or preroga-
tives . 62 
Bowe remarked that teaching is one of the nurse's 
major tools for h lping patients , particularly with 
problems creat d by long-term illness and that it requires 
. d 1 . 63 consc1ous purpos an p ann1ng . 
Rabinowitz cit d th ne1sd for good comrnunica tion 
chann ls among staff members and the patient if feasibl 
unambiguous rehabilitation obj~~tives are to be r alized. 64 
This view was given support by Skinn r 65 and Becker. 66 
Liakos sampled fifty-on physicians in on hospital 
who had tr ated two or mor patients with congestive h art 
60Mod~ll and Schwartz, J>. 158 . 
61Ibid ., p. 3 . 
62Ibid .' p . 5. 
63 Agnes B . Bowe, "Beyon . Procedur a--Incidental 
Teaching, " Nursing OUtlook, VI , No . 11 (November , 1958) , 
p . 628 . 
64Rabin~~itz, p . 801 . 
65skinner, p . 93 . 
66B cker, p . 551. 
18 
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failure and myocardial infarction b tw en July, 1957 and 
April, 1958. A mailed qu stiormaire was us d to collect 
the data and it was analyzed or.1 the basis of thirty-sev n 
compl ted questionnaires r turned. Most of the doctors 
stated that the patient should be taught certain patho-
physiological facts . One third of the respondents indi-
cat d that the nurse should reinforce the doctor ' s 
instructions concerning this item . 
The study showed that the majority of respondents 
indicated that special diets shtould be taught by the 
doctor-nurse-dietician team . The majority of respondents, 
b tween nineteen and thirty-one in each item, indicated 
that the patient should be instJcucted about physical 
activity by the doctor-nurs team . Few respondents 
indicated that the nurse could independently teach the 
patient about medications, but approximately one third 
stated that the nurse should reinforce the doctor ' s 
instructions concerning this itElm-. 
The findings of this study indicated that the nurse 
played an important role both independently and in 
conjunction with th doctor, in teaching the patient about 
the use of oxygen,. personal hygiene, signs and symptoms 
which the patient should report to the doctor and about 
community resources . Most respondents designated the 
doctor as the one who should teach the patient about 
~==~==================================~=====-
diagnostic procedures . 67 
The review of the litex·ature has shown that the 
nurse has a definite responsibility in teaching the patient 
with myocardial infarction about his illness. Little infor-
mation is available about the specific facts which may be 
taught by the nurse . 
Statement of Hypothesis 
Physicians vary in their opinions about which 
elements related to myocardial infarction should be taught 
to the patient by the doctor only, by the nurse only, by 
the doctor and nurse, by other ]?ersonnel or by no one . 
67Angeline G. Liakos , "A Study to Identify Infor-
mation which th Professional Nurse Should Teach the 
Patient with Myocardial Infarction and Congestive Heart 
Failure, .. (unpublished Master ' s dissertation, Department of 
Nursing , University of Colorado, 1958) . 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOI,QGY 
S 1 ction and Description of Sample 
Th five sp cialists in int rnal medicine wer 
s lected becaus of th ir dual r sponsibility in the ag ncy: 
that of treatment of the medical patients and also th 
responsibility for the care giv_n to medical pati nts by the 
resid nt physicians. Because o:f th se responsibiliti s , th 
w r directly invol ,, d in th care of pati nts \'lith myo-
cardial infarction . 
Th five first-year resid nt physicians wer s lect 
at random from a group of fourteen first-year resident 
cians in the fi ld of int rnal n~dicine who were r sponsibl 
for tr ating medical patients with the guidance of the 
specialists in int rnal medicine . Th y had be n practicing 
in this field for a p riod of ten months at th time of th 
study . 
All physicians were mployed full time by th 
hospital . 
Time and Plac of Study 
The study was conduct d in a large, government 
control! d , general hospital which provides medical , surgi-
cal, psychiatric and rehabilitation s rvic s. Sev n wards 
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with a total of 279 b s ar in use for medical patients. 
The hospital is located in a lsrge East rn city and treats 
pati nts from outlying communit.i s as well as from th city . 
Patients ar discharg d to the care of a private physician 
after treatment . 
Th study was conduct d in May o 1963 . Contact 
with the agency was mad through th dir ctor of nursing 
ducation in th hospital and p rmission to do the study 
was granted by the hospital dir1 ctor . Each specialist was 
asked to participat by the dir1:!Ctor of nursing education or 
his ssistant b for the writ r tel phon d the physician for 
an appointment . Th first-year resident physicians were 
asked to parti ipat by the writer . 
The purpos and procedw~ of the study was explained 
to each physician by the writ r when the m ting was held . 
Th av rag length of tim for each m ting was fifte n 
minut s during which each respondent compl ted a 
qu stionnaire . 
thods Us d to Collect Data 
Each physician was asked to complete a question-
naire68 which listed information pertinent to myocardial 
infarction and provid d spac for the physician to indicate 
if he thought the information should ·taught by the 
68see Appendix A. 
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doctor only, by the nurse only, by th doctor and nurs , by 
other personnel or by no on • Spac was provided for th 
physician to add information if he thought it necessary . 
Th tool used was originally devis d by Liakos69 and 
used by her to identify infor.mation which the professional 
nurse should t ach the patient ·with myocardial infarction 
and congestive heart failure . P rmission was granted to the 
writer to del t those portions of the original questionnair 
which pertained specifically to cong stive h art failur 
b caus those portions w re bey1:>nd the scope of this study . 7 
Because the write r was present while the physicians 
compl t d the questionnaire, qu~stions that arose during the 
compl tion of the questionnair could be answered by the 
writer . One qu stion that aros~a was concerned with th 
definition of the nurs by the ocation of her practice . 
Th physicians chose to interprEtt th word 11nurse" as 
d signating one practicing in the hospital and any nurse 
practicing outside of the hospit:al was so specified by th 
r spondent.. Anoth r factor which influenced the answers of 
the respondents was th availabi.lity of the dietician in the 
hospital us d for this study . In anoth rag ncy, the 
dietician might not b as r adily availabl to teach the 
pati nt as sh is in this hospital. 
69Liakos , p . 77 . 
70s e e Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The qu stionnaire was used to identify the infor-
mation which physicians believe should be taught to the 
patient with myocardial infarction by (1) the doctor only, 
(2) the nurse only, (3) the doctor and nurse, (4) other 
personnel and (5) no one. If the item should be taught by 
other personnel, the respondent was instructed to indicate 
by whom . Space was provided fo:r: respondents to add other 
items which should be taught . 
Ten physicians , five of whom were specialists and 
five first-year r sidents in thc:t field of int rnal medicine, 
completed the questionnaire. 
The data from the questionnaires "ltlere divided into 
five major categories according to those listed on the 
questionnaire. The categories included items pertaining to 
the patient ' s und rstanding of his disease, diet, activity, 
drugs , and of miscellaneous info~rmation . Data wi 11 be 
presented and discussed in that order . 
The distribution of opinions about each item will be 
presented and, if pertinent, distinct differences of opinion 
between the sp cialists and resident physicians will be 
shown. A worksheet summary of the data appears in the 
-2_4_- ---=--==== 
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ap ndix. 71 In the data, if retspondents check d more than 
on category, more than t n r sponses will appear under 
certain items. 
Those it ms which should b taught by th doctor and 
r inforced by th· nurs are designat d by the term 11doctor-
nurs team . " If a third person should also teach with the 
doctor-nurse team, th term "doctor, nurse and (other 
person)u is us d in the discussit::>n . 
The Patient • s UnCMtrstand:ing of the Disease 
The patient with a myocardial infarction should know 
what has happened to his heart . 
Six physicians indicated that the doctor should 
t ch th patient the normal function of the h art and 
coronary circulation . One felt that it should not b taught 
by anyone and thr e thought that th doctor-nurse team 
should teach this it m. 
Seven physicians thought. that the doctor should 
xplain to th patient what a "heart attack" is while three 
said that the doctor-nurse team could teach it . 
The abov data showed that nearly all physicians 
thought that th pati nt should 'b taught something about 
his dis ase . More than three- fifths of the r spondents felt 
that this teaGhing was th sole :responsibility of the doctor 
71see Appendix c . 
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All fiv 
do this t 
doctor should 
more willing 
to enlist th aid of th 
nts b li.eved that th 
th SF cialists wer 
nurs • 
Wh n as 
th r ar c rtain 
di t . 
nt 's Und rstanding of Di ts 
ial di t is pr scrib d for a pati nt, 
1 m ts that he should know about his 
In r spending to th qu stions cone rning diets , 
sev ral physicians indicat d that th doctor, nurs and 
di tician should tach th patimt, some said th doctor and 
di tician, and others said that only the dietician should 
t ach c rtain it s . 
Low Sodium Di ts 
Six physicians indicated that th r ason for a low 
sodium di t should b taught to the patient by the doctor-
nurs t am . Three thought that th doctor should t ach this 
and two others added that th di•etician could teach with the 
doctor- nurse t am . On physicia11 stat d that the dietician 
could teach this ind pend ntly . 
According to fiv r spon<i nts, a definition of 
sodium should b taught by the doctor-nurs team. On 
physician specifi d th doctor and di tician, two said the 
doctor only, two indicat d th di tician only and one said 
that no on should t ch this item. 
Six physicians indicat d that the dietician was 
responsible for t aching th patient where sodium may be 
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found . Two stat d that the doctor should t ach this item, 
four indicat d th doctor-nursE. team and one felt that no 
on should t each it. 
According to six physicians , the doctor should t ach 
th r lationship b t\'li'e ri sodium and edema . Of the four 
r spondents who said that th doctor-nurs team should t ach 
this item, one included the dietician . 
T aching th pati nt th importance of not taking 
usual ho rem di s which contain sodium was consid r d th 
responsibility of th doctor according to five r spondents. 
Of the four respondents who would allow the doctor-nurse 
team to teach this , two said thi:t.t th di tic ian could aid 
th m. One physician said that t:h di tician was wholly 
r sponsible for teach~~g this item to the patient. 
For guidance in preparu1g foods using other s ason-
ings , of the t n r spond nts whc> chos the dietician, two 
also chos the doctor and two ot:hers indicat d the doctor-
nurse team . 
One respond nt added thc;1t the doctor, nurse and 
dietician should help th patient in planning a low sodium 
diet. 
Reduction Di t 
Eight respondents thought that an explanation of the 
extra burd n on th h art caus d by exc ssiv w ight was the 
responsibility of the doctor . Two indicat d that th doctor 
nurse t am should teach this and on included the di tician . 
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For guidance in selection and pr paration of food, 
ight respond nts would ref r ·th patient to the dietician , 
but two physicians thought that the doctor, nurs and 
dietician were responsible for helpi ng th pati nt. 
Low 
Four respond nts indicctt d that information about 
what cholest rol is and where it is found should b taught 
by the doctor whil four thought tl1at it should not be taugh 
at all . On said that th doctor and di tician should teach 
it and on indicated that th di tician could teach this 
independ ntly . 
Six physicians r sponded that the dietician should 
guide th patient in th s 1 ct.ion of food products in a low 
cholesterol diet whil four thought that no one should. 
From the above data , it ap ars that most of th 
physicians thought that th patient should be taught c rtain 
1 ments about his di t and that. this information should b 
taught by the doctor , nurs and di tician with ach t am 
member r sponsible for c rtain sp cific elements. 
In the data , the opinions of the r sident physicians 
show d that little of th teaching about diets was to be 
done by the nurs • 
Th Patient ' s Und rstandinq of Activity 
The patient who has had a myocardial infarction n ds 
to b told about th limitations imposed on his activity as 
w 11 as an int rpretation of the activity which he is 
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allow d . 
Activity in th Hospital 
Fiv out of ten physicians thought that the doctor 
was responsible for int rpretin.g th degre 
allowed to th pati nt , but th oth r fiv 
of activity 
indicated that 
the doctor-nurse team should teach this . One physician 
add d that th aid could also t ach this it m. 
In th opinion of six physicians, the pati nt should 
be told the reasons for pr scri. ed activity and positioning 
in bed by the doctor-nurs team. Four other r spondents 
thought that thes it ms should b taught by the doctor. 
Nin physicians believed that th 
should t ach th pa ti nt th importanc 
extremiti s . On felt that this was th 
the doctor . 
doctor-nurse team 
of exercising his 
r sponsibility of 
Sev n respondents thought that gradual ambulation 
should b taught by th doctor-nurse team, but thr indi-
cat d that this it m was th r sponsibility of the doctor. 
Activity after Discharge 
According to nin physicians , information about rest 
periods and instruction on climbing stairs should b giv 
to th patient b y the doctor . One physician indicated that 
th doctor-nurs t am should t ach thes it ms. 
Eight physicians stat d that instruction on work 
simplification was the responsibility of the doctor but two 
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add that th visiting nurs c•r th staff in r habilita-
tion center could assist him. Th r maining two physicians 
said that this was to taught. by th doctor-nurs t m. 
Th data r v al d that mor than half of th 
physicians 
r sponsibl 
was in th 
li v d th t the doctor- nurs t am was 
for t ching th patient about ctivity Whil 
hospital . lwior th n ight-t nths of th 
h 
physicians b li ved that th , doctor instruct d th patient 
about activity fter discharg • 
In g n ral, the r siden s f lt that th doctor was 
r sponsibl for most of the ins1:ruction about activity both 
in t hospital and after discharge . 
The Patient ' rstc:mdinq of Drugs 
If a pati nt with myoc: rdial in£ rction is going 
to tak die tions after he is discharg: d from th 
hospital, h must know certain facts in ord r to particip t 
in this asp ct of his th rapy ff tiv ly . 
Anticoagulants 
Th respond nts un nimously agre d that th patient 
was to b told th nam of th drug by the doctor . 
Eight r spond nts thought that the action of th 
drug and th us of vitamin K should be taught by the 
doctor . Two felt th t th s it ms should not b taught t 
a11 . 
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Se n physicians beli v d that the patient should be 
instruct d by the doctor about th symptoms of hemorrhage, 
r porting of incr as d or prolo:ng d bl eding, th importance 
of laboratory tests and their r1alation to dosag of drugs an 
the importanc of taking th drug as pr scribed . Thre 
physicians thought that the doc·l:or- nurse t am could teach 
these items . 
Eight physicians felt titat t aching th patient to 
tell his dentist about th antic:oagulant therapy b for 
having a tooth xtract d was tho r sponsibility of the 
doctor . TWo thought that th dc>ctor- nurse team should t ach 
this item. 
S v n physicians stat d th t th doctor was 
r sponsible for t aching the pati nt to carry a card with 
information about th anticoagulant th rapy and th name and 
t lephone nu r of th doctor i.n his \'Jall t . TWo said that 
th doctor- nurs t am should t a.ch this and on that th 
seer tary should . 
Six physicians felt that the importanc of r gular 
medical sup rvision should taught by th doctor whil 
four indicated that the doctor- nurse te m should t ach it . 
Nitroglyc rine and Other Nitrite~ 
Agre ment was unanimous that th patient should b 
taught the name of th drug by th. doctor . 
Nine physicians indicat d that th action of the dru 
should be taught by th doctor . On thought that the 
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doctor- ours t am should t ch it . 
In th opinion of six physicians, th doctor w s 
sponsibl for t ching th pati nt th importanc c£ 
taking th drug as pr crib d and to k p it on his p rson 
at all tim s . Four physicians thought that th doctor-nurs 
should t ach both it ms . 
Th data r 1 d that :mor than six- t nths of th 
physicians b lie th t informa·tion pertaining to drugs 
should b t ught by th doctor , with littl variation 
b tw n th opinions of specialists and r sid nts . 
1-iisc 
In many cas s , simpl xpl nation of various 
equipm nt and proc dur s and in r spons to qu stions of th 
p tient or his family will s VE~ to r li th appreh nsion 
of th p ti nt . s cific inforn tion abo t good h alth 
practic s and facilities which a.r availabl to th 
cardiac pati nt may help him f el mor 
future . 
Oxyge n 
t s about his 
According to fiv r spond ts , th r ason for th 
use of oxyg n should be t ught to th patient by th doctor-
ours team. Four oth rs thought th t it should taught by 
til doctor and on said it should no b taught at all. 
If th equipm nt was to · us d at home, fiv 
physicians thought that th doct<)r- nurs t m should t ch 
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the patie nt how to use it and C>ne includ d th visiting 
nurse . '.rwo. others felt that the doctor should teach this 
item, two said that no one shoutld, and one said that same-
on familiar with the apparatus should ~ 
The resid nts indicated that they f lt that the 
nurs had no responsibility in t aching the patient about 
oxygen while the specialists displ ayed a definit opinion 
that the. nurse should teach th s items with the doctor . 
Explanation of Diagnostic Proce t::lures 
Fi respondents though·t that the doctor- nurse team 
could explain to the patient abc:mt the pulse . TWo felt that 
the doctor should, one that the nurse could teach this 
independently, and two thought i:hat it should not be 
explained at all . 
Explaining about blood pre ssure and blood work was 
thought to be th responsibility of the doctor-·nurse team 
by four respondents . Three indicated that the doctor 
should explain them, one that the nurse could teach these 
items independently and two f lt. that they should not be 
explained. at all . 
Six physicians indicated that an explanation of the 
lectrocardiogr m should be given by the doctor . Three felt 
that the doctor-nurse team could explain it and one said 
that it should not be explained ;at all. 
The doctor w s th person who should explain x-ray 
and flu::Jroscopy to the patient, ac::cording to six respondents . 
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Two respondents thought that it should b taught by the 
doctor- nurse team and two said that i·t should not be taught 
at all . 
In th opinion of six physicians, information about 
palpation, auscultation and percussion should b taught by 
th doctor . On f lt that th doctor-nurse t am should 
t ach this item and thr thought that it should not be 
taught by anyon • 
Th findings indicated th t physicians were divid d 
about what person, if anyon , should t ach th pati t about 
blood work, pulse and blood pressure, but more than half 
agr d that an explanation of diagnostic procedur s such as 
1 ctrocardiogram, x-ray, fluoroscopy, palpation, 
auscultation and percussion should be giv n by th doctor . 
Signs and Symptoms which the Patient Should Report to th 
Dcx:tor 
Eight physicians thought that th pati nt should be 
taught to report d , ch st pain, dyspnea and palpita-
tions by the doctor . Two £ 1 t that th doctor-nurs t am 
should t ach th s it ms . 
In th opinion of sev n physicians, the pati nt 
should b taught to r port increas d eakness and un xplain-
d nausea and vomiting by the doctor . Two r spondents felt 
that thes items should be taught by th doctor- nurse team 
and one said th t th y should not be taught by anyon • 
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Th d ta shot-led th t mor than two-thirds of th 
physicians b li v . d that th doctor should teach th patient 
which signs and symptoms h should report . sid nts and 
s ialists were g nerally in agr ement about these it ms . 
Instruction in Hyqien 
Th nurs should indep nd ntly t ach th pati nt 
about good oral hygi ne in the opinion of five r spond nts . 
Two r spond nts ought that th doctor- nurs tea should 
t ch it and thr thought that no on should. 
It was th opinion of fiv r spond nts that th 
doctor- nurs team was r sponsibl for teaching th pati nt 
about ating habits and bow 1 habi'i:s . Thr felt that th 
doctor should t ach th s items while on indicat d that th 
nurs should w•d anotl1 r said that no on should . 
Fiv physician stated th t sl ping habits should 
be taught by th doctor-nurs t am, but four thought that 
th doctor should ach this it m and one said that th 
nurse should t ach it independently . 
Six physicians thought th t th pati nt Qhould b 
taught to xercis within pr scrib d limits by th doctor 
ile four indicat d that th doctor•nurs team should t ach 
this it m. 
Fiv out of t n physicians thought that information 
about recr ation should be taugh·t by th doctor but the oth 
fiv said that it should b taught by th doctor-nurs 
tam. 
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Instruction about m tal hygien was thought by 
five spondents to be th r sponsibility of the doctor-
nurs t am . Thr f lt that the doctor should t ach this 
and two indicat d th t no on should . 
Th findings r v al d that approximat ly on - h 1£ of 
the physicians b li v d that instruction in matt rs of 
personal hygi was th r sponsibility of th doctor- nurs 
t am with certain it ms th exclusiv responsibility of on 
or th oth r rson . Opinions of resid nts w r not 
strikingly diff r nt from those of specialists in this 
c tegory . 
Acquainting th nt with Community R sources 
Th qu stion cone rning instruction about clinics in 
out- patient d partm nts obtain d divers opinions . Two 
physicians said the doctor should t ach this , two said the 
doctor- nurs t m and two specified th social work r . on 
r spond nt d sign ted th doctor and social work r , on said 
th doctor , nurs and soci 1 work r , on the doctor , nurs 
and cl rk and one answer d that no on should . 
Two r spond nts considered r f rring the pati nt to 
the H art Association for literatur th sole r sponsibility 
of th doctor . On physician would allow th social work r 
and the doctor to do this whil two said that th social 
work r could do this independently . Four r spond nts 
be li v d that the doctor- nurs t am should r fer th pati nt 
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and on oth r sp ifi d th doctor, nurs and social 
war r as a t am . 
T lling th pati nt about r abilitation faciliti s 
was the r sponsibility of th doctor- nurs t am according to 
thre r spondents . '1\-10 oth :rs f lt that th social work r 
should do this and on said that the physical th r py staff 
should . one physician thought that th doctor and social . 
worker were r sponsibl for this and anoth r said that th 
doctor, nurs and social work r were . In th opinion of on 
respond nt, th doctor and th staff of th rehabilitation 
s rvic should t ach this it m and th one r maining 
physician specifi d th doctor, nurs and r habilitation 
staff . 
lling th patient about oth r ag ncies w s the 
r sponsibility of th doctor- nurs t am said three 
r spond nts . According to two, the nurs may do this 
independently and two others thought th t the social work r 
should . on said that the doctor and social work r w r 
r ponsible for this item, one specifi d th doctor, nurs 
and social worker and another said that no on was . 
Less than half of th r spond nts thought that th 
doctor , nurs and social worker should acquaint th pati nt 
with community r sourc s . F w r r sid nts indicat d th 
nurs in any of thea questions than th specialists . 
on the basis of thes data it has been prov n that 
physicians v ry in their opinions about which 1 ments 
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r lated to myocardial infarction should b taught to the 
patient by th doctor only, by th nurs only, by the 
doctor and nurs , by other personn 1 or by no one . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMl\RY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Swmnary 
Th purpos of this study was to id ntify the infor-
mation which physici ns b liev should b taught to th 
patient with myocardial infarction by th doctor only, by 
the nurs only, by th doctor and nurse, by oth r personn 1 
or by no on • 
Revi of th literatur reveal d that many pati nts 
with myocardial infarction can be succ ssfully r turn d to 
us ful and productive lives . It was also not d in th 
literatur that teaching th patient about his illn ss was a 
major factor in r habilitation nd that th nurse has 
d finit r sponsibilities in this teaching with oth r 
mhers of the health t am . 
Five sp cialists in int rnal dicin and five 
r sident physicians in the fi ld of int rnal medicine w r 
r qu sted to compl te a qu stionnair which list in for-
mation about myocardial infarction and provid space for 
th physician to indicate if he thought th information 
should b taught by the doctor only, by the nurse, by the 
doctor and nurse, by oth r personn 1 or not at all . Spac 
was provid d for the physician to add information if he 
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thought it necess ry . 
Conclusions 
1. 'l'h majority of physicians indicated that th 
doctor was r sponsi.bl for t aching most of th el m nts 
about myocardial infarction to th pati nt but that th 
nurs and other memb rs of th team could assist him. 
2 . Th only ind pend nt t aching that th nu:r:s 
could do was that which rtained to oral h:;g i ne. 
3 . Th nurs should r inforc the doctor ' s instruc-
tions abc.ut th natur of sodium, th r ason for pr scribing 
a lc"•! sndium di t , activity in th hospital, th r ason for 
th us of oxyg n , th us of oxyg n qui nt at ho , the 
puls , bow 1 habits , sl ping habits , recr ation, mental 
hygien , the H art Association and r habilitation faciliti s . 
4 . 'l'h doctor was wholl y r sponsibl for t aching 
th patient about th natur of a myocardial infarction, 
th r lationship b tw n sodium nd ed rna , hom r m dies 
which contain sodium, xc ssiv ight and th burd n on 
th h art, chol st rol, activity after discharg , drugs , 
lectrocardiograms , x-ray and fluoroscopy, palpation, 
auscultation and rcussion, signs and symptoms to r port 
to the_ doctor , and x rcising within prescrib d limits. 
5 . Th di tician should teach the patie nt wher 
sodium may b found and how to sel t and pr par foods in 
all pr scri d special di ts . 
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Recon:unendations 
on the basis of the findings of this study, the 
writer would like to recommend that:: 
1 . Due to the vari ty of opinions held by 
physicians about teaching th patient with myocardial 
infarction, nurses. in this agency should consult with the 
physician before t aching the patient . 
2 . This study be replicat in other hospitals to 
d termine if th same patterns would appear among physicians 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 
DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE 1 T aching is adjust d to 
th individual pati nt . If th it m m y b t ught, plac a ch ck 
( ) in th column or columns indicating by whom it should b 
taught . If the item may not b taught, plac ch ck in th last 
column . Sp c has b n provid d at the end of ach cat gory for 
you to add other it ms of cont nt. 
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Taught Taught by T ught by Should 
CONTENT by Taught Doctor Oth r Per- Not B Doctor by R inforced sonnel Taught 
Only Nurse by Nurs (Stat by by 
whom) Anyone 
I . PATIENT ' S UNDER-
STANDING OF THE 
DISEASE 
A. Myocardia 1 
Infarction 
1. Simpl x-
planation 
of normal 
function 
of h art 
and cor-
onary cir-
culation 
2. Simpl x-
planation 
of a 
"h art 
attack" 
3. Oth r 
II. PATIENT ' S UNDER-
STANDING OF 
DIETS 
A. Low Sodium 
Di ts 
1. R ason for 
this type 
of di t 
2. What is 
sodit.un 
3. Wh re 
sodium 
mayb 
found 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Other Per- Not be 
CONTENT Doctor by R inforced sonn 1 Taught 
Only Nurse by Nurs (State by by 
Whom) Anyon 
4. Relation-
ship of 
sodium to 
edema 
5. Importanc 
of not 
taking 
usual home 
r m di s 
which con-
tain 
sodium 
6. Guidanc 
in pre-
paring 
foods using 
oth r 
seasonings 
7. Oth r 
B •· R duction 
Diet 
1. Explana-
tion of 
xtra 
hurd n on 
heart 
caused by 
exc ssiv 
weight 
2. Guidanc 
in sel c-
tion and 
prepara-
tion of 
food 
3 . Oth r I 
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Taught Taught by T ught by Should 
by T ught Doctor Oth r P r- Not b 
CONTENT Doctor by R inforc d sonn 1 T ught 
Only Nurs by Nurs (Stat by by 
Whom) Anyon 
III. PATIENT•s 
UNDERSTANDING 
OF ACTIVITY 
A. Activity in 
th Hospital 
1. Int rpr -
tat1on of 
d gr of 
activity 
allow d 
2. son 
for pr -
scribed 
ctivity 
3. Reason 
for posi-
tioning 
in b d 
4. Impor-
tanc of 
x rcis-
ing x-
tr miti s 
5. Gradual 
ambul tion 
6. Oth r 
B. Activity 
aft r Dis-
charg 
1. R st 
p riods 
2 . Ins true-
ions on 
climbing 
stai::. 
3 . Instruc-
tions on 
work aim-
plificatior 
4. Oth r 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Oth r P r- Not b 
CONTENT Doctor by R inforc d sonn 1 Taught 
Only Nurs by Nurs (Stat by by 
Whom) Anyon 
IV. PATIENT 'S UNDER-
STANDING OF DRUG 
A. Anticoagulants 
1. Nam of drug 
2 . Action of 
drug 
3 . R cognition 
of h morrhag ~ 
symptoms 
4 . R port 
incr as d or 
prolong d 
bl ding 
5. Us of 
vitamin :K 
6 . Inform 
dentist on 
antico·gul-
nts if to 
ha · tooth 
xtrac d 
7 . Carry card 
in wall t 
stating on 
anticoagul-
ants, nam 
and t 1 -
phon num-
her of 
doctor 
- -
8. Importanc 
of r gular 
medical 
sup rvision 
9 . Importanc 
of 1 bora-
tory t sts 
and th ir 
r lation to 
dosage of 
drugs 
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Taugh·~ Taught by T ught by Should 
CONTENT by Taught Doctor Oth r Not b Doctor by R inforc d P rsonnel Taught 
Only Nurs by Nurs (St t by by 
Whom) Anyon 
10. Importanc 
of taking 
drug as 
pr scrib d 
11 . Oth r 
B. Nitroglyc r-
in and oth r 
Nitrit s 
1 . Name of druc 
2. Action of 
drug 
3 Irnportanc 
of taking 
drug as 
pr scrib d 
4 . Ke p on 
person t 
aL. tim s 
5 . Oth r 
v. PATIENT ' S UNDER-
STANDING 0 tiS-
CELIANEOUS IN-
FORMATION 
A. O"...cyg n 
1 . R ason for 
its us 
2 . Now to us 
quiprnent 
if to b 
us d at 
horne 
3. Oth r 
B. Explanation 
of Diagno -
tic Proc d-
ur s 
1 . Puls 
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T ught Taught by I Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Oth r Not b 
CONTENT Doctor by R inforc d P rsonn 1 Taught 
Only Nurs· by Nurs (State y by 
Whom) Anyon 
2 . Blood 
Pr ssure 
3 . Blood work 
4 . E. K.G. 
s. x- ray and 
fluoroscopy 
6 . Palpation, 
auscultation 
and percus-
sion 
7 . Other 
c. Signo and 
Symptoms 
Which Pati nt 
Should R port 
to Doctor 
1 . Ed rna 
2 . Chest pain 
3. Dyspn a 
4. Increas d 
w akn ss 
5 . Un ::tp1ain d 
naus a and 
vomiting 
6. Pa1pita-
tions 
7 . Oth r 
D. Instructions 
in P rsonal 
Hygi n 
1 . Mouth car 
2 . Bow 1 
habits 
3 . Eating 
habits 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
CONTENT by Taught Doctor Other Not b Doctor by Reinforc d Personnel Taught 
Only Nurs by Nurse (State by by 
Whom) Anyone 
4 . Sl ping 
habits 
5. Ex rcis 
\'li thin pr -
scrib d 
limits 
6 . Recreation 
7. Mental 
hygi n 
a. Oth r 
E. Acquainting 
Pati nt with 
Community 
Resourc s 
1. Clinics in 
out-pati nt 
d partm nts 
2. H art 
Associ ... 
ation for 
lit ratur -
3. Rehabili-
tat ion 
faciliti s 
4o Oth r 
agencies 
eg. Visit-
ing Nurse 
servic 
5. Oth .r 
APPENDIX B 
LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION 
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c 0 p y 
4945 Loris Street 
San Diego 5, Calif. 
9 March 1963 
Miss Gail L. Prosser, R .N. 
3 Buswell Street 
Boston 15, Mass. 
Dear Miss Prosser: 
I am very happy to hear that you have chosen to do 
further research work on Patient Teaching. You may use 
my Questionnaire with the following sections deleted. 
Sec tion I-A, Congestive Heart Failure 
Section IV-A, Digitalis and Derivatives 
Section IV-C, Diuretics 
May y ou have much success in your gathering of data for 
and the writing of your Masters Thesis. 
Sincerely yours 
[signed] 
Angeline G. Liakos 
APPENDIX C 
ti'ORKSHEET SUMMARY 
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DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE:: T aching is adjust d to 
the individual patient. If the item may b taught,. plac a ch ck 
( ) in the column or columns indicating by whom it should be 
ta.ught. If th item may not be taught, place a check in the last 
column. Spac has b en provid d at the nd of each category for 
you to add other it ms of content. 
Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Oth r Not be 
CONTENT Doctor by Reinforced P rsonnel Taught 
only Nurs by Nurs (State by by 
Whom) Anyon 
. . 
I. PATIENT'S UNDER- SP R SP R SP R SP R SP R 
STANDING OF THE 
DISEASE 
A. Myocardial 
Infarction 
l. Simpl x-
planation 
of normal 
function of 
heart and 
coronary 
circulation 1 5 3 1 
2. Simpl x-
planation of 
a "heart 
attack" 2 5 3 
3. Other 
II. PATIENT'S UNDER .. Di~tician 
STANDING OF 
DIETS 
A. Low Sodium Di t:: 
1. Reason for 
this type of 
diet 3 5 l 2 1 
2. What is 
sodium 1 2 4 1 2 1 1 
3. Wh re sodium 
may be found 1 1 4 3 3 1 
4 . R lationship 
of sodium to 
de rna 2 4 3 1 1 
SP c: Specialist 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Oth r Not be 
CONTENT Doctor by Reinforced Personnel Taught 
Only Nurse by Nurse (State by by 
Whom) Anyon 
5 . Importance of SP R SP R SP R SP R SP R 
not taking Dietician 
usual hom 
r medies 
which contain 
sodium 1 4 3 1 3 
6. Guidanc in 
pr paring 
foods using 
other 
seasonings 2 1 1 5 5 
7 .. Other 
(Making up 
Diet) 1 1 
B. Reduction Diet ' 
1. Explanation 
of xtra 
burden on I h art caus d I by excessiv weight 3 5 2 1 
2. Guidance in 
selection 
and prepara-
tion of food 2 5 5 
3. Oth r 
c . Low Choles-
terol Diet 
1. What 
cholesterol 
is and where 
found 3 2 ~l ' 1 2 2 
2 . Guidance in 
s lection 
of food 
products 3 3 2 2 
3 . Other 
~ 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Other Not be 
CONTENT Doctor by R inforced Personn 1 '!'aught 
Only Nurse by Nurse (State by by 
Whom) Anyone 
SP R SP R SP Ji SP R SP R 
III. PATIENT'S 
UNDERSTANDING 
OF ACTIVITY 
A. Activity in the 
hospital 
1. Interpr tation 
of degree of 
activity 
allowed 2 3 3 2 A 
2. Reason for 
pr scrib d 
activity 4 5 l 
3. Reason for 
positionin9 
in bed 4 5 l 
4. Importance 
of :lcerois--
ing extremi-
ties 1 5 4 
5. Gradual 
ambulation 3 5 2 
6. Other 
B, Activity After 
Discharge 
1. Rest periods 4 5 1 
2. Instructions 
on climbing 
stairs 4 5 l 
3. Instruction 
on work 
simplifi-
~D cation 4 4 l 1 v 
4. Other 
A == Aid 
V = Visiting Nurse 
D = habilitation S rvice 
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Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
by Taught Doctor Oth r Not b 
CONTENT · Doctor by R: inforced Personnel Taught 
Only Nurs by Nurse (State by by 
l1hom) Anyone 
IV. PATIENT'S UNDER~ SP R SP R SP R SP R SP R 
S 'l'AND ING OF 
DRUG 
A. Antico gulants 
l. Na · . of drug 5 5 
2. Action of 
drug 5 3 2 
3. Recognition 
of h morrhage 
symptoms 3 4 2 1 
4 . Report 
increased or 
prolong d 
ble ding 3 4 2 1 
5. Use of 
vitimin K 4 4 1 1 
6. Inform 
dentist on 
anticoagul ... 
ants if to 
have tooth 
::x:tracted 4 4 1 1 
7 . Carry card 
in wall t 
stating on 
anticoagul-
ants, name 
and tel -
phone nurn-
b r of Dr . 3 4 2 B 
a. Importance 
of regular 
rndical 
supervision 2 4 3 1 
9. Importance 
of labor a-
tory r sts 
and their 
relation to 
dc:)sage of 
drugs 3 4 2 1 
B = S cr tary 
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Taught Taught Taught by Taught by Should 
CONTENT by by Doctor Re- Oth r Not be Doctor in forced P rsonnel Taught 
Only Nurs by Nurse (Stat by by 
Whom) Anyon 
SP R SP R SP R SP R SP R 
lu. Imp~:>rt.anc 
of taking 
drug ilS 
pr ..,crib d 3 4 2 1 
11. Other 
B. Nitroglyc r-
ine and 
Oth r Nitrit s 
1. Name of drug 5 5 
2. Action of 
drug 4 5 1 
3 . Importanc 
of taking 
drug ae 
prescrib d 3 3 2 2 
4 . K p on 
person at 
all tim s 2 4 3 1 
5 .. oth r 
v. PATIENT ' S UNDER-
STANDING OF MIS-
CELIJ\NEOUS. IN.,. 
FORMATION 
A. Oxygen 
1. Reason ;for 
its us 4 
-
5 1 
··-2 . Ho·1 to \lS 
quipment if 
to b used 
at home 2 3 2 v X 2 
3 . Oth r 
I 
X ; P rson familiar with appara us 
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Taught '!'aught by Taught by Should by Taught Doctor Oth r Not be CONTENT Doctor by Reinforced Personnel Taught by Only Nurs by Nurse (Stat by 
Whom) Anyone 
B. Explanation SP R SP R SP R SP R . SP R 
of Diagnos-
tic Pro-
cedures 
1. Pulse 2 1 4 1 . 1 1 
2. Blood 
Pres sur 1 2 1 3 l 1 l 
3 . Blood -work 3 1 4 1 1 
4. E.K.G. 1 5 . 3 1 
5. x ... ray and 
f1uroscopy 2 4 2 1 1 
6 . Palpation, 
ausculta-
tion and 
percussion 3 3 1 1 2 
7. Other 
c. Signs and 
Symptoms Which 
Patient Should 
Report to Dr . 
l.. Edema 3 2 2 
2. Chest pain 3 5 
·-
2 
3., Dyspnea 3 5 2 
4 ,. Increased 
weakness 3 4 2 l 
5 . Unexplained 
nausea and 
vomiting 3 4 2 1 
6. Palpitations 3 5 2 
7. Other 
D. Instruction in 
Personal 
Hygiene 
1 . Mouth care 2 3 1 1 2 1 
2. Bowel habits 2 l l 3 2 1 
3. Eating 
habits 2 1 1 3 2 
4. Sl ping 
habits 2 2 1 3 2 
Taught 
by 
CONTENT Doctor 
only 
5. Ex rcio SP R 
within pr -
scribed 
limits 2 4 
6. Recr ation 1 4 
7. Mental 
Hygi n 1 2 
8. oth r 
E. Acquainting 
Patient with 
Community 
Resourc s 
1 Clinics in 
Out-patient 
departm nts . 2 1 
2. H art 
Association 
for lit ra-
tur 1 2 
3. Rehabilita-
tion facili-
ties 1 
4 . Other ag n-
ci s, e.g., 
Visiting 
Nurse 
Servic 1 
5 . Oth r 
Taught by Taught by 
Taught Doctor Oth r 
by Reinforc d P rsonn 1 
Nurs by Nurs (Stat by 
Whom) 
SP R SP R SP R 
3 l 
4 1 
1.. 1 
c ~ 
c 
s 
3 1 s s 
s s 
4 1 s s 
s p 
s s 
4 1 D s 
D 
s s 
1 1 3 1 s s 
c = Cl rk 
S = Social Work r 
D = R habilit tion Service 
P = Physical Th rapy 
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Should 
Not be 
T ught 
by 
Anyon 
SP R 
2 
1 
1 
